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Introducing GE LOGIQ Fortis—
the next generation of LOGIQ
ultrasound technology.
LOGIQ Fortis—the LOGIQ platform’s newest member—provides a
multi-purpose, all-in-one, ultra-secure ultrasound solution that can
be easily scaled to t your speci c needs.

LOGIQ Fortis is characterized by
both its strength and its power.
It gives you the power to enhance
your clinical capabilities and increase
productivity exponentially.

Everything you expect in a LOGIQ system—powerfully streamlined
With a sleek and compact design, LOGIQ Fortis can be used in almost any
space. Its state-of-the-art features and technologies make it strong enough
to conduct a full spectrum of ultrasound exams and procedures on any body
type. It was speci cally designed to optimize clinicians’ productivity, exceed
expectations regarding performance, and to maximize your investment.

Clinical Expectations: EXCEEDED
With LOGIQ Fortis, you’ll nd that any expectations you
might have regarding an all-in-one, high-performing
ultrasound system aren’t just met. They’re exceeded.
If your facility needs a powerful and scalable ultrasound
solution, LOGIQ Fortis is the answer.

cSound™ Architecture facilitates next-generation imaging
LOGIQ Fortis features cSound Architecture, which combines versatile XDclear™ probes, cSound Imageformer
and new, advanced Speckled Reduction Imaging (SRI) technology. The result is increased processing power
that delivers enhanced data throughput for exceptional image quality, clarity and con dence.
Advanced quanti cation simpli es patient management
Robust tools, such as 2D Shear Wave Elastography and Ultrasound-Guided Attenuation Parameter (UGAP),
help reduce the need for invasive procedures and help provide valuable information for patient
management decisions.

LOGIQ Fortis at work

Contrast enhanced liver lesion, C2-9-D

MVI with Radiantow – groin lymph node, ML6-15-D

B-Mode with Advanced SRI – knee tendon, ML6-15-D

B-Mode with Advanced SRI in breast, ML6-15-D

For your multi-purpose
ultrasound needs,
LOGIQ Fortis is
always ready and
always by your side.
Hepatic Assistant – UGAP and Shear Wave Elastography, C1-6-D

Color ow of mitral valve apical 4-chamber view, M5Sc-D

OmniView dual screen, RIC5-9-D

LOGIQ Fortis helps clinicians streamline their
work ow, ensure accurate results, and enhance
patient comfort. Its productivity tools help
facilitate diagnoses and its design makes it
easy to clean and simple to operate.

A system that’s easily moved to where it’s needed
Due to its sleek footprint, LOGIQ Fortis is simple to maneuver and can t into almost any space—
from patient rooms to exam rooms to operating rooms.

AI-based tools streamline and optimize work ow
LOGIQ Fortis harnesses the power of arti cial intelligence to improve the speed, ease and comfort
of exams. With its AI-based tools, users can achieve exceptional images quickly.

LOGIQ apps make remote usage possible—and simple
A variety of apps for mobile devices add next-level context with photos and enable users to control
LOGIQ Fortis remotely. The result is an optimized ergonomic experience for you and your patients.

Productivity & work ow: OPTIMIZED

Your investment:
MAXIMIZED
When you purchase an ultrasound system, it’s not just an investment for
your facility—it’s also an investment in your clinicians and patients. With
LOGIQ Fortis, you’ll be able to maximize that investment for everyone. Because
it’s easily scaled to meet the evolving needs of today and tomorrow, you’ll be able
to depend on LOGIQ Fortis for years to come. And, because it can be used for a
wide variety of exams and procedures on any body type, the need to purchase
multiple ultrasound systems for diﬀerent requirements is eliminated. LOGIQ Fortis
is the all-in-one ultrasound system that delivers a one-of-a-kind solution.

A to A

The A to A digital platform enhances the intelligence of the
LOGIQ Fortis
From Awareness to Assistance, our A to A digital platform allows your
organization to stay at the forefront of clinical imaging. It’s speci cally
engineered so you can add next-generation capabilities to LOGIQ Fortis
in the years ahead.
Lifecycle solutions for where you are today—and where you will
be tomorrow
The advanced digital support features of LOGIQ Fortis make it easy
to optimize your ownership experience. From InSite™ remote support, to
iCenter™ performance analytics, to AVURI remote device management,
you’ll have access to the tools you’ll need to optimize your assets,
streamline your operations, and to ensure you’re prepared to meet your
facility’s evolving needs.
SonoDefense Data Security Protection guards your investment 24/7
With its multi-layer approach to cybersecurity and data privacy
protection, SonoDefense protects LOGIQ Fortis from cyberthreats and
unauthorized access around the clock. Your investment is secured—
and so is your con dence.

LOGIQ Fortis
A powerful, streamlined ultrasound solution
that’s always ready, always by your side.
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